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"TELL THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID."

CAMPUS

I WAR

UNIVERSITY

I BUDGET

Eastern
adjusts to
utility prices

c;heatsheet
CAMPUS

DEN editorial cartoonist
wins national award
» David Pennell, an editorial
cartoonist for The Daily Eastern
News, was named Editorial
Cartoonist of the Year at the
National College Media Convention
in St. Louis this weekend.
See his reaction and a sample
of the winning work inside.

By Dylan Divit
Staff P.eporter

Elecuic and gas prices are said
to increase drastically chis winter,
to combat che high inHu:X Eastern
emers new electric contract to
avoid paying extreme prices.
Eastern is currently ac the end
of its energy contract with Ameren
and is paying the tariff rate agreed
by the Interstate Commerce
Commission.
Keeping with the same providers
would have increased Eascern's
electric bills by 102 percent,
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CAMPUS

Getting to Know features
city mayor John Inyart
» Inyart talks to news editor
Sarah Whitney about his reasons
for running for mayor, the issues
facing Charleston and the city's bar
hours.
Read it all in this week's Getting
to Know.

»

SEE llTIUTY, PAGE 9

,, Eastem's utility bill last year was
$1.7 milion, this year's bill is $2.3
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SPORTS

Eastern's football team
deals with f altout from los.s

,, The coal that heals the campus ..
increases from $57 to $82 a ton

n After losing to TennesseeMartin this weekend, Eastern's
postseason hopes are on the
ropes.
Find out exactly what needs
to happen, as well as where they
ended up in this week's I-AA poll in
today's sports section.

,, Flldng tile coal burning plant
costs $13 mtllion

n Residence halls use 54 percent of
Eastern's utilities.

STATE

I GENERAL ASSEMBLY
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SPORTS

Women' s soccer hosts
first-round OVC tourney
» Eastern's women's soccer team
takes their third seed into the Ohio
Valley Conference tournament
against No. 6 Tennessee-Martin.
The match starts at 1:30 p.m.
today at Lakeside Field.
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Connie Bickers stands in front of a portrait of her son SPC Cory Hubbell, dlrawn by Eastern's Cameron
Schilling, after the opening of "Portrait of a Soldier" in the University Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union on Monday evening.

Soldiers fade to gray
ELECTIONS

GET READY
TO VOTE
» Days left until the Nov. 7

Eastern student
preserves images of
fallen soldiers in pencil
By Chris Essig
Senior Oty Reporter

elections:

8
» When you vote, bring
your drivers license or voter
registration card.

» For more information,
www.co.coles.il.us/coclerk/

Cameron Schilling's memorial
honors the 138 fallen Illinois
soldiers since Sept. 11 with just a
pencil.
The memorial fearures portraits
by Schilling of the soldiers who
have died in Afghanistan and Iraq
since che war on terror began.
Tuesday night, Le. Gov. Pat
Quinn and Eastern president

Lou Hencken officially opened
the memorial titled "Portrait of a
Soldier."
Schilling is from Maccoon
and will graduate from Ea.seem in

December. His pictures are displayed
in the University Ballroom in the
Marrin Luther King Jr. University
Union through Nov. 2.
Below each pieture IS the soldier's
name, age, military depamnent,
hometown and a quick description
about the soldier's death.
Some were long like Sceven
Menneneyer of Granite City who
died on Aug. 8 when his UH-68
crashed in the vicinity of Korean
Village in Iraq. His remains were
found the nexr two days.
Some were short, listing the
cause of death as non-combat
related, aircraft related, because of
l 2mm rockets because of a mortar
atta.ck or simply just killed.
The memorial began when
Schilling was working at his family's
funeral home in Mattoon during
che summer. One of che funerals·

they arranged was chat of an Army
specialist, Charles Neeley, also from
lvlattoon.
·
"I got co see the whole process
from the very beginning when chey
got the body co when they laid it
in the cemetery," Schilling said. "So
I got to see how the community
got involved and it really had an
impression on me so I decided I
wanted to (the portrait) for their
family.
"I went home and did a skecch
and was able to give ic ro chem
personally. Jusr seeing their reaction
just inspired me co do more."
The first time Jane Neeley-Tate
saw chat portrait was ac her son's
funeral. She was shocked at first,
but also p1oud. She also said chat
ic's not just her son's picrure chat
H

SEE 'RAY, PAGE 2

Wireless Act
to help clarify
phone bills
By Kevin Kenealy
Onfine Reporter

The
Wrrelcss
Consumer
Protection Acr wasn't passed when
first brought co the legislarure two
years ago. However, Democratic
Representative of che 36ch District
and main sponsor of the bill James
D. Brosnahan looks to endorse it
once again chis November.
According
co
Brosnahan,
HB0827 was not passed because
of differences
between the
stare legislature and che Illinois
Telecommunications Association.
Yer he has said
while the
markerplace has
competmve
improved the quality of che
industry, he has also claimed chat
there are some companies chat
aren't honest with their consumers.
Proposed by the Sea re's Attorney
Richard Devine and introduced
to the legislature in January 2004
by Brosnahan, the act will require
cell phone companies to supply
che cerms of their contracts for
service and ocher information
for consumers and include it in a
publication and advertising.

»

SEE ACT, PAGE 9
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Senior political science major Cameron Schilling speaks before the opening of "Portrait of
a Soldier." Schilling has been making portraits of soldiers from Illinois that have fallen in
Afghanistan and Iraq.

n Gray

The Daily Elsttrn News IS pmted willl S"f Ilk on
recycled newspml.

HAPPY HALLOWE.E.N !

~arty's

CAMERON SCHIWNG I SENIOR POLITICAL SCIENCE MAJOR

FROM PAGE I
has helped, bur chc ocher picrures
as well.
Seeing chc reaccion of not jusr
chc family, but chc community as
well inspired him co do more.
Schilling cried at fuse co contact
chc families, but soon realized how
difficulr char would be.
He chcn asked the Licuccnant
Governor's
office
if
he
could receive portraits of all chose
from Illinois who died in chc

"It's kind of interesting to see that these
people who were fighting for the rights of
even those who aren't citizens yet."

See all the portraits at Schilling's Web Site:
-.portraitofasohlier...

is being drawn until the picrure is was right after the exhibit, chere
done, like Connie Bickers, mother was a lot of people going upstairs
in the capitol building to get their
of Cory H ubbell.
When she saw the picture, righcs as citizens," Schilling said.
war.
"They said why don't we do you Bickers described it as amazing.
"Jes kind of interesting to sec chat
one better, why don't we make it
She was impressed by how well chcsc people who were fighting for
an exhibit and take it around the it was drawn and noted that every che rights of even those who aren't
state... Schilling said. "I sent just characteristic of the portrait was citizens yet."
one c mail. chey e-mailed me back, accurate.
Barack Obama introduced
Bickers admits her heart still Schilling when Obama visited
and I -;aid Ice's do it."
Schilling goc the e-mail in mourns, bur she's happy that Eascem and Schilling was able co
February and on May 20 chc people care so much about her meet with him.
son.
Schilling was also on CNN
exhibit officially opened.
He has met about half of the and "The Today Show," but what
He said chat most of pictures
families of che soldiers he has makes the memorial worth the
take about two hours.
There was one in the exhibit drawn and the reaction he gets effort is che reactions he gees from
that cook five hours because the from the families is what keeps the families .
picture he drew was of the soldier him going.
"Talking to the families was
"Every (family) has been chc: coolest part of this thing,"
in full milirary gear wearing a
overjoyed by it, " Schilling said. Schilling said.
,
helmet.
Schilling gets a release from the "Meeting them is what makes ic
Talking to Obama and being
on television "was awesome buc I
lieutenant governor's office when worthwhile."
someone from Illinois has died,
He said that in thi: end, every wouldn't trade chac to be able co
which contains a pitture of the family will gee che original copy of talk with families."
the portrait.
fallen soldier.
Schilling hopes chat in the
He said chere are a lot of
Schilling's
memorial
has furore chat his portraits become a
instances when he has co gee a hold traveled around Illinois from concrete memorial, an actual place
of rhe family for a better picture. rhe James R. Thompson building where family and friends can visit
Schilling then sends che ponraic in Chicago to the old state to pay their respects.
to the lieutenant governor who capitol
In terms of plans beyond the
building
in
distributes chem out.
Springfield.
memorial, Schilling is just waiting
Many of the families don't
"What was really cool (about co graduate and plans to go from
know, th;1t theiJ'l.SQfl or daughter the scate capitol bwl.ding visit) chere.
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I JOURNALISM

Student's art
draws attention
Daily Eastern News
cartoonist wins
national award
BJ Sarah WhltneJ
News Editor

Last year, David Pennell
overcame his fear of submitting a
cartoon to the student newspaper.
This year, his editorial cartoons
won him a national award.
Pennell placed first in editorial
cartoons printed lasr year in 7ht
Daily Eastern News. The Associated
Collegiate Press, which is the oldest
and largest national membership
organization for college student
journalises, gave chc award.
"I was pretty shocked," Pennell
said about winning. "I didn't really
expect to get fim in it. le was
exciting."
A month ago Pennell, a junior
political science major, said he
didn't know the ACP existed.
"I dldn'c know the comest was
going on until somebody cold me I
was a finalist in it," he said.
Pennell beat out Philip McFce,

the cartoonist
for the Daily
Tar Heel at
the University
of
North
Carolina,
Chapel
Hill
and
Mlke
Ramsey, the
cartoonist
Dnid Pe11nell
for the State
Pennell, junior
News
at
political science
major, is in his third Michigan Seate
University in
semester as a staff
East Lansing,
cartoonist for the
Mlch.
DEN.
"The ocher
two
finalists
were good, they were really well
done," Pcnndl said.
Penncll's win, however, did
not surprise 7he DEN Adviser Joe
Gisondi.
"He's amazing," Gisondi said.
"I'll be shocked if he doesn't
become an editorial cartoonist
(professionally) if chat's something
he desires."
The award-winning cartoon
shows a sketch of President George
W. Bush and the President of

briefs
Voting polls now open in Coles
CountJ

\

II

• QLO\JIN ~MO~(_

CAllTOOll IY DAVID ~EU. I TME DAILY WTElll llEWS
David Pennell, DEN cartoonist, won the Associated College Press
award for best editorial cartoon with this image of President George
W. Bush and Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad. Pennell beat
out cartoonists from the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill and
Michigan State University.

Iran smoking cigars together. The
resulting second-hand smoke forms
an atom-bomb cloud. Underneath
chc cwo figures arc the words,
"Blowin' Smoke."
It's images like the above thac
make Pennell so good, Gisondi
said.
"He understands complex issues
and is able co simplify chem withou c
using any words," he said.
Pennell has come a long way
since the day lase September when

he first walked inco the newsroom
in Buzzard Hall.
"I've always wanted to have
something in print, as mosr
cartoonists will tdl you chat's
really the whole poinc," Pennell
said about what finally made him
decide co submit a cartoon co the
newspaper.
"I figured the worst thing that
would happen would be that chey
didn't like it, chey wouldn't print it
and I could just try agaln."

u Citizens registered to vote in
Coles County can vote before election
day from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Oct. 16
through Nov. 2 at the Office of the Coles
County Oerk, Courthouse , 651 Jackson
Ave. Room 122. Saturday hours are 9
a.m. -noon.

Residence halls sponsoring .
Halloween festivities
» The following halls will be
sponsoring activities from 5-9 p.m.
on Tuesday for Halloween. Andrews,
Weller, Lincoln, Thomas and Carman
is sponsoring trick or treating on
their floors for community members.
Stevenson, Ford, Taylor, Thomas and
Carman will be hosting activities in
their lobbies such as nail painting,
haunted houses, face painting, cookie
decorating, games and prizes.
Greek Court will also be sponsoring
pumpkin painting, Bozo Buckets and
games at the NPHC House. Trick
or Treating will be held at the Greek
chapter houses.
Pemberton Hall will be having their
Halloween Kids night from 7-9 tonight.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT I FALL ELECTIONS

Student Senate looks for new members
Senate looking to fill 21 seats, CECI BRINKER I DIRECTOR OF STUDENT LIFE
deadline to hand in applications
"There is obviously a GPA requirement for candidates to be
is at noon on Nov. 8
eligible to run. They also need a petition that is signed by
other students of Eastern endorsing their candidacy. "

BJ Matt Hopf
Student Government Reporter

There are 21 Student Senate scats up for grabs
in the fall Student Government dcctions.
Six off-campus seats, six at-large scats and
nine off-campus seats arc available.
Current Student Senate members arc allowed
to run for re-decrion.
Grad student Mark Bates has been involved
with the Student Senate for cwo-and-a-half years.
He will not be running for re-dccrion this fall.
As a grad assistant, he has lots of other duties.
"Lee someone else have a shot," Bates said.
Rich Higginbotham is anocher member
whose rcrm is up.
He is running for re-election though. Even
chough he has not filed his paperwork co run, he
wants to continue being che Housing committee
chalr and working on updating the landlord

registration Web sire.
The deadline for interested students co file is
before noon on Nov. 8.
"Over che next week is when most people will
submit, right before the deadline," said Student
Senate Speaker Kent Ohms.
There arc c:xpeccacions chat have to be met by
Student Senate members.
"There is obviously a GPA requirement
for candidates to be eligible to run," said Ccci
Brinker, director of Srudcnc Life.
"Tuey also nc:c:d a petition chat is signed
by ocher students of Eastern endorsing their
candidacy."
Students must have a GPA of 2.25 and be
registered for 12 credit hours as an undergrad or

nine credit hours as a grad studcnc. They must
get 25 student signatures co be placed on the
Dec. 4 and 5 ballot.
"Well, for the average senator you're looking
at chrcc office hours a week, an hour to cwo hours
a week in a senate meeting and then possibly
another hour in a given week working on a
committee: Brinker said.
"So on average you're probably looking at six
co seven hours a week."
Student Senate members who are committed
co working on behalf of the students usually put
in more hours, Brinker said.
Interested students can pick up an application
in the Student Activities Center in chc Marrin
Luther King Jr. University Union.

Theft - On Wednesday, 10/25/06
it was reported that a wallet was

stolen from beneath a sweatshirt
left unattended in a hallway by the
racquetball courts in Lantz Arena.
Harassment by Text Message - On
Wednesday, 10/25/06 an EIU student
reported receiving unwanted text
messages from back home.
Criminal Damage to State Supported
Property - On Thursday, 10/26/06 it
was reported that a window in the Triad
Computer Lab was broken by possibly
two unknown subjects.
Possession of Cannabis - Thursday,
10/26/06. Referred to the Judicial
Affairs Office for discipline.
Harassment by Telephone - On
Saturday, 10/28/06 an EIU student
reported receiving harassing telephone
calls.

campus
TODAY

UNIVERSITY I FACULTY SENATE

Halloween Party
Time I 4:30 - 7:30 p.m.

Student Government proposes WebCT grades 10 senate

Location I Taylor Dining Center
More info I 581-3333

Professors would
be asked to post all
grades online

Halloween Kids Night
Time I 7 p.m.
Location I Pemberton Hall

BJ Jessica Kinsella
Staff Reporter

Two
representatives
from
Student Govcrnmcnr will make
a proposal to Faculty Senate co
consider requesting all professors
to post grades on Weber or some
ocher onlinc form.
Dave Keyes, vice president for
academic affairs, and Student Body

Presidcnr Scan Andef'jon, will
present chis to senate members in
order co gain their support, said
John Srimac, chair of the geology/
geography dcparancnt and senate
recorder.
Jeff Ashley, vice chair of the
senate, believes a voluntary call
for Weber use would be the best
chat might be hoped for since it
would be impossible co require all
professors to post grades.
The proposal requests that
departments train faculty members
to use Weber corecccly by next
February.
'

By next. August. the proposal
requests chat 100 percent of faculty
post biweekly grades and updated
syllabi through Weber.
Through this proposal, faculty
members will be able co better
utilize their office hours. This is
one of many benefits faculty and
srudcnts will experience according
co the proposal.
The proposal docs not list any
disadvantages.
In other senate business, James
Tidwell, journalism department
chair, and Jan Sung, assistant
professor in circulation services at

the Booth library, will also speak
at tomorrow's meeting about
copyright issues.
Stimac also said rhc senate will
hopefully be choosing one more
member to the apportionment
board which is chaired by Levi
Bulgar, vice president of business

More info

I 581-2578

I CORRECTIONS I

affairs.

COMMENTS
EVENTS

There are cwo faculty members
on the board, but the senate would
like co see one more on rhc board,
Stimac said.
The senate mcecs tomorrow
at 2 p.m. in the Booth Library
Conference Room 4440.

To report any errors, local events or
general suggestions for future editions
please contact our news editor, Sar..
••m..J,via:
Phone I 581-7942,
E-mail I DEIHwsdesk@g•ail.co•
Office visit I 1a11 Baz.arcl Hall.
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I Photo Editor
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Jar Gr•biec

Diversity
requirement
unnecessary

News.
If only seven senace members have
completed the requirement out of
29 this far into the semcsttt, then
something is wrong.
Diversicy on campus is important.
Eascern's location of being in the middle
of a comfidd presents admissions with
the challenge of requiting a diverse
scudenc communicy co ensure the best
college experience for the universicy's
students.
However, Student Government
doesn't define what "divc:i:.ily" mc:aill> in

its diversity requirement.
Does it mean culture diversicy, ethnic
d iversicy or diversicy in classes or age?
There is nothing co keep a black
Student Senate member from attending
an event hosted by the Black Student
Union co fulfill the requirement.
Senate members are just required to
61l out a form after the event.
The form asks the srudent co explain
the event and what they learned from ic.
Senate members who do not fulfill
the diversicy requirement will receive an
absence.
If a Student Senate member receives
three absences in one semester, they
will be removed from Student Senate,
according to the Stµd cnf Senate bylaws.
O ne student in last week's article
said he'd attended several campus events
already, but he did not want to fill out
che required form because he thinks it's
stupid.
Leah Piea:aszcwski, committee chair
of diversicy affairs, said in response co
student members' discontent with the
requirement, "You're in the position for
the students and you can only gee better
ac your job if you understand all of
che different backgrounds char you are
reprcsen ring."
Yes, senare members serve the
students.
Bue if the students wamed senators
co be in couch wich che scudenc body
chen scudencs would elect chose senators
that prove they are - without the help of
a form.
The editorial is the majority opinion of
The Daily Eastern News editorial board.
Reach the opinions editor at

DElopi•lo•s@l•il.com.

Democracy and Freedom
COWMNIST

I MICHAEL KLEEN

Say 'No!' to
moral legislation
~pas bff ~¥afa.ncnuoo latd);
regarding bans of all kinds: smoking bans,
bans on online gambling, bans on same-sex
marriage and even bans on Trans Faes in
food.
These moral and paternal laws and
regulations have no place in our sociecy.
They rank alongside drinking ages, sear
belt requirements, alcohol sales rcscricrions
on Sundays, drug laws and prostitution
bans as further superfluous regulation and
criminalization. They~ the efforts of
concerned citizens using the law co impose
their moral opinion on sociecy.
The function of civil government is co
maintain social order and provide secure
scrucrures and instirutions that irs citizens
canrdyon.
Local government should make sure
the garbage is picked up, srreets are
maintained and police and fire protection
arc provided. The state govcrnmenc should
maintain highways, education standards and
make sure its citizens have decent health
care.

The federal government should regulate
trade with ocher countries and conduce
war when appropriate. These layers
of government should not be used by
proccstors and social reformers co legislace
their moral ideas or protect people from
themselves.
More and more people in the United
Scares seem co look ro government
institutions co protect them, both on
the right and left sides of the political
spectrum. This is a dangerous mind-sec
wherein personal rcsponsibilicy has all buc
vanished from the debace. If someone is
hurt, the automatic assumption is chat
there ought co have been a law co prevent

Smokers
•
pursuing
happin~ss

I HOLLY HENSCHEN

ISSUE I Student Senate prove
their understanding of the
student body by being elected

Student Senate needs co gee rid of the
diversicy requirement.
Every year senate members scramble
co complete ic, and it seems every year
the chair of the diversicy committee
pushes the deadline back co ensure
all members are able co fulfill the
requirement.
As of lase Thursday only cwo Student
Senate members had completed the
requirement and five ochers were in the
process of completing it, according co
"Diversity deadline looms" printed in
the Occ. 27 edition of the Daily Eascem

I LETIERS TOTHE EDITOR

ic. Anyone who dares suggest the victim
could have done something co prevent the
injury is demonized as ublaming the victim."
Law and moralicy are so incercwined in
chis country chat it's assumed everything
we find hurtful or distasteful should be
illegal. People need co understand chat
just because a behavior is allowed by law
doesn't mean we condone chac behavior. The
face that I personally detest smoking isn't
affected by whether or noc smoking is
banned on campus or elsewhere. Likewise,
I choose co wear my sear belt because I like
the added proceccion, buc why should I
wane to punish someone with state enforced
fines for noc seeing it tbe same way?
The government cannot be our parent
or baby-sitter, and we cannot continue
co weigh down the justice system with
unnecessary laws. Ifyou think a behavior is
bad, by all rational means cry and persuade
the world co think the same, bur don't cake
the easy path and criminalize the behavior.
By enacting laws banning things like
smoking in public places, you are not only
saying chat you disagree with che behavior,
you arc saying chac anyone who disagrees
with you and breaks the ban is a criminal,
and chat is a perilous road to

Mlcbel
IOeu

Michael Kleen is a histofY graduate student
He can be reached at . .klee•@eia.edu.

FEATURED BLOGGER@DENNEWS.COM I NORA MABERRY
"Let's face fads, out of .20
coworkers there are probably five
you can stand. What better way to
block them out than loud music?"

I mysdf only smoke cigars, some
hookah and the occasional pipe. so the
ban on campus docs noc affect me as
directly as others who smoke cigarettes.
However, I was still offended by your
editorial and would like co counterpoint
the issues you've raised.
I believe you arc quite confused with
how smokers see themselves - I was
part of the protesters smoking on the
quad, and I doubc anyone out there
saw themselves as marcyrs. Instead, we
were simply drawing publicicy, which
something I feel we accomplished
considering the cwo lengthy editorial~ in
the DEN today.
Also, when talking with several
of my fellow smokers during the
protest not once did 1 hear the word
"right". I am sure the DEN has chat
quoted somewhere (being the effective,
informative, and reliable news outlet
chat it is), but I do not know many
people who would go so far as to call
smoking a right. Smoking is certainly
not something as imponant as freedom
of speech. What you may be referring
co is the constantly thrown around
notion of "smoker's righcs". This is not
referring the "unalienable righc to lighc

up a square." le is referring co "life,
libercy," and specifically 'the pursuit of
happiness.'" And yes, I realize chat I
am also referencing the non-smokers
right co life. This is where there needs
co be a compromise. The Smoke-Free
Campus policy (number 171, if you
were curious} should, in theory, be an
excellent compromise. I support ic.
Many smokers support ic, and yes, many
of the protesters supported it. The
reason people are so angry about the
ban is because it seems chat smokers are
being punished because the Universicy
does not enforce ics own smoking
policies.

Mike Welltzloff

I President of Tobacco
Enthusiasts RSO

GUEST COWMNIST I WILL MCAULIFFE

'Staying the
course' cuts
and runs
(U-WIRE) SOUTH BEND, Ind.
- This past week White House Press
Secretary Tony Snow announced that
the Bush administration will no longer
be using the phrase "stay the course" in
regards to our Iraqi War strategy. This
is clearly an interesting rum of events
as "scay the course" has been hammered
inco our psyche for months and
months, often in response co a recen tly
released casualcy or intelligence report
which would seem co indicate that our
current suacegy is not working. This
is particularly interesting as "scay the
course" was the Bush Administration's
and also Bush supporters' means of
contrasting their strategy to that of the
Democrats: the cowardly "cut and run"
tactic.
No issue facing America is simple
enough co be reduced to a three or four
word credo. The utter failure of the
government co control che siruation
in Iraq and to come up with a feasible
strategy for both Iraqi and American
success deserves more chan three words
and obstinate, stubborn rhecoric which
insiscs thac if we simply keep doinq ~·hat
\Y~'tc doing, w~ ";ll,l 1\itJ.
; .' ,",
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I JOHN INYART

Mayor makes economy a priority
John Inyart has been mayor of
Charleston since May 2005. His
current term expfres in May of2009.
Sarah Whitney, news editor of 1he
Daily Eastern News, sat down with
Mayor Inyart to talk about being
mayor of a college town, keeping
the bars open later and the most
important issues fo.cing Charlerron in
the nextftw years.

Question: Why did you decide
co run for mayor?
Answer: I choughc, given my
background in business and my
roocs in che communicy, chac I
could bring something to the office
and give it just a linle bit different
perspective.

Q: People always say "my vote
doesn't maner." Why do you think
their vote does maccer?
A; I'm one of chose people chat
disagrees wich chat statement.
Obviously most people in public
office would disagree wich chac
statement. People need co vote but
more importantly chey need co
understand whom they're voting for
and what they stand for. One of the
things that really surprised me when
I was running for mayor was che
number of people chat didn't know
or heard about ic from somebody
else. And I chink people owe it to
themselves and their communities
to do their own research and form
their own opinions. Bue as far as a
single voce goes there's many, many
races that are decided by only a few
voces. (Mine wasn'c one of chem,
since I was unopposed)

Q: What is che mosc imponanc
issue facing Charleston in che new
few years?
A; I would say chac che continued
focus on economic development
would probably be one of our mosc
important issues, and I don'c know
if chac's ever changed so I don't
know if its any different chan 10
years ago. Atcraccing business to
che community is a high priority.
Continuing to grow our r.ax base
is right chere with it and runs
hand in hand with che recruirmcnt
of business and industry. Bue as
properties are redeveloped, che

WEDELMR!

Best Chicago-style
Chinese food in town

FASTFAm
•lo report a
safety hazard in
a rental property
to the city call the
city planner at
(217) 345-8460.

•To contact the
mayor e-ma I him
at dtymayor@
co.coles.11.us.

pleased.
Once
chat
happens,
chen che liquor
score chat's on
chat side will
move to Long
John
Silver's
and chat only
leaves us with
cwo or three
visible
vacant
structures.

'q; Whac are
,____ _ _ ___, che possibilities
of
expanding
the bar hours and lowering che
age limit co gee inco che bars, like
Champaign?
A: I suppose char chose two issues
can continue to be discussed. I
would like co see che state of Illinois
address che entry age because for us
co allow the students inco che bars
buc not let chem be a customer
puts a tremendous burden on che
bat owner. As far as che hours go, I
ERK HILTNER I THE DAILY WTERll llEWS
think the biggest selling (point) that
John Inyart, the mayor of Charleston in his first term, wants to bring new businesses into Charleston and
could hdp chat develop would be
increase the tax base to improve the city.
showing or being able co show the
council that chat would somehow
Q: Can you tell us what che
A: I hope chey will announce have a positive alfccr on che house
caxable value of chose properties
it soon, but you (students) will be parties.
increases so if we can continue chat ocher business is yet?
growth chat will help co lessen the
burden on che rest of us paying r.axes.
So I guess chose rwo run together
as a means of continuing co keep
Charleston healthy financially.
Q; Earlier chis month 1he Daily
Eastern News ran an article about
the new businesses in cown. In
chere you referenced an expansion
plan. What's che next step in that
plan?
A: What's che next seep in the
expansion? There's nor a plan set
in scone, but as a personal goal I'd
hoped co see many of the Lincoln
Screer properties redeveloped.
I think che Jimmy Johns was che
fuse high profile {business co move
in) . That kind of sec che stage for
other business to look at Charleston
in perhaps a different way chan chey
had been...
As far as what's next: there's scill
obviously che Walgreens is going to
be a highly visible development.
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Consolidated®
market response

Mon: 4pm-9pm
Tues. -Thurs: 11am-9pm
Fri. & Sat: 11am-10pm
Sun: 11am-9pm
348-1232
1140 Lincoln Ave.

Do you have

~

but your hair
stylist doesn't?

I~J~~ialid;,_
~treel
can help!

JOBS

VAILA

LE

Part Time • Flexible Hours
Valuable Work Experience
INNOVATIVE

~aff Solutions
APPLY TODAY!
Office Hours: Mon-Fri 8:00 am - 6:00 pm
700 Lincoln Avenue, Suite 500 •Charleston, IL

217-639-1135

GRUDGE 2 (PG 13)
DAILY7:00
FLYBOYS (PG 13)
DAILY6:45

,
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BUY TICKETS ONLINE AT F ANDANGO.COM
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Ouster of Gallaudet president
shows debate over deaf life
Associated Press

Pentagon buttressing its pabllc
relations efforts
,, WASHINGTON - The Pentagon is
beefing up its public relations staff
and starting an operation akin to
a political campaign's war room as
Defense Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld
faces intensifying aiticism <:rver the
Iraq war and the public is increasingly
disenchanted with the conflict.
In a memo obtained by the
Associated Press, Dorrance Smith,
assistant secretary of defense for public
affairs, said new teams of people will
"develop messages" for the 24-hour
news cycle and ucorrect the record."
The memo describes an operation
modeled after a political campaign
- such as that made famous by Bill
Ointon's 1992 presidential race war
room - calling for a "Rapid Response"
section that quickly answers opponents'
assertions.
Another branch would coordinate
"surrogates." In political campaigns,
surrogates are usually high-level
politicians or key interest groups who
speak or travel on behalf of a candidate
or an issue.

Fitzgerald: Keep prosecution
decisions out of CIA leak trial
,, WASHINGTON - S~al Prosecutor
Patrick Fitzgerald told a federal judge
Monday that he shouldn't have to
explain during the upcoming trial of a
former White House aide why nobody
was charged with leaking the identity of
a CIA operative.
V1Ce President Dick Cheney's former
chief of staff, I. lewis "Scooter" Libby.
faces trial for obstruction and perjury in
January and is the only person charged
in the case. His supporters have
accused Fitzgerald of singling out Libby
while not charging the source of the
leak, former Deputy Secretary of State
Richard Armitage.
In court documents, Fitzgerald said
he shouldn't have to address that issue
at Libby's trial. While never addressing
Armitage by name, Frtzgerald said it
would be irrelevant to disruss other
officials.

WASHINGTON - The ouster
of the incoming president of
Gallaudct University, che nation's
leading college for the deaf, has
exposed a debate over the future
of "deaf culture" and who is an
authentic deaf person.
and
Cochlear
implants
sophisticated hearing aids arc
becoming more prevalent, and
many deaf people learn bow to
speak and read lips.
However,
many
Gallaudct
students and other deaf people have
resisted technology that could allow
them to bear. They bristle at the
notion of dcafucss as a disability.
And they arc intent on preserving
sign language as an essential pan of
what they call deaf culture.
accounts, Jane
By some
Fernandes, che woman selected
last May ro be chc next president
of Gallaudet, gor caught in these
crosscurrents.
She was born deaf but grew up
speaking and reading lips, and did
nor learn how to sign until her 20s.
In the opinion of some students
and faculty members, she was not
adequately committed co American
Sign Language, che primary form of
communication ac Gallaudet.
"ASL is the communication mode
chat so many of us grew up with,"
said LaToya Plummer, a junior. "le
has its own chan,ct~~ness
and is sueh a ndi tanguaget!lif we
recognize its value aod do~ch
as we can to preserve these language
traditions."
Bowing co months of sit-ins,
blockades and ocher procests from
srudenrs and faculty members
- and a no-confidence vote from
the faculty - Gallaudcc's trustees
voted Sunday ro revoke Fernandes'
contract. She was supposed co take
office in January.
Students and faculty had
complained char Fernandes was
aloof and autocratic and failed ro
make academic improvements as
the university's provost. Bue many
were particularly worried chat she
planned to reach ouc to a broader
population of deaf and hard-ofhcaring srudents - which Fernandes

Abstinence
funding can
be used on
20somethings

BARBARA OLMERT I SIGN MEDIA, INC.

The Associated Press

"They have a common language, a
commonality that we as hearing people
don't understand."
believed a necessity as the campus been Fernandes' job as provost.
struggled wich declining enrollment.
"The idea of using ASL in
Those incoming students might che classroom was minimized,"
now be attending mainstream linguistics professor Deborah Chen
schools, reading lips, speaking or Pichler said Monday. "ASL is noc
used and suppon ed as it should
using cochlear implants.
Many scudents and faculty be."
After being picked as Gallaudct's
members
grew
increasingly
concerned about her plan, and chey ninth president, Fernandes, 50,
fought to keep sign language at the spoke of expanding Gallaudct to
embrace all kinds of deaf people school's core.
,..
Barbara Olmcn, vice president chose with cochlear implants, those
of Sign Media Inc., which sells who speak and chose who do noc
textbooks, CDs and ocher media sign very well.
"The core of who we are
in American Sign Language, said
many deaf people have been deaf representing - American Sign
since birth and sometimes have Language and deaf culture - will be
expanded upon so chat we can be
family members who are deaf.
"They have a really strong more inclusive of these diverse deaf
community where chey really srudenrs who we hope co draw," she
depend on each ocher," she said. rold The Associated Press in a recent
"They have a common language, interview.
a commonality that we as hearing
After the campus protests started,
Fernandes said chat some people did
people don't understand."
Already,
students
have nor consider her "deaf enough" co
complained
abouc
difficulty be president - a claim students have
communicating with teachers and denied - and that she had become
campus police officers who don't a lightning rod for those frustrated
si~. Ryan Commerson, a graduate about changes in deaf culrure.
"I chink chat underlying all ofthis
student, said students have gorccn
hurt because 6f officers' inability to is a fear of change," Fernandes said
in the interview. "I think it would
communicate wich chem.
Many of the student protesters be more healthy for the university
said that creating mandatory sign if we could work on debating che
language standards for all faculty ideas, rather rhan attacking me as a
and safety personnel should have person."

WASHINGTON - Stares can
use their U.S. grants for abstinence
education to reach our to people in
cheir 20s rather than just focusing
on teenagers, new federal guidance

says.
The guidelines for this year's
$50 million program, known as
Title V. include new wording about
the populations that arc chc focus
of the abstinence education. The
age range cited is 12 through 29
years old.
Wade Hom , assistant secretary
for the Administration for Children
and Families, said Congress bas
stipulated that the money should
be targeted to those most Likdy
to bear children our-of-wedlock.
H e said his agency is not crying to
expand who should be chc target of
abstinence education. It's merely
trying ro clarify.
"All we did in our announcement
was say if you want to target chis
age group it's permissive. Ir's not a
requirement," Hom said.
Although prior information
on the grant program focused
on teens, one section of a grant
announcement said States should
discuss the educational needs of
people ages 20-24 and older.
One advocacy group says
using abstinence education for
rwcnrysomerhings won't work.
Thar's because more than 90
percent have already had sexual
intercourse, said James Wagoner,
president of Advocates for Youth,
an organization char seeks co
help
young
people
make
responsible decisions about cheir
sexual health.
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They will be recruiting ALL MAJORS for a variety
of positions at the Expo on November 3rd!

Dia you know they begin recruiting for
Internships during the sophomore year?
Want to learn more about types of positions
available and the recruitment process?

.

An Informational Session will be held after the Expo
in the Charleston/Mattoon Room from 3:45-4·45 p.m.

r-------------------- ------,
Rent includes: Cable, l nteme~ IA:ical phone line, water.
trash, parking, as well as the clubhouse amenities!
Your very own bathroom and walk-in closet in your
private bedroom!!!
Fully equipped kitchen, full size washer and dryer in
every apartmentt!!

,.,,.,,,,_,,.......,

KAPPA l~Ml~fl~e
members:

Cayla Beihler
Amanda Bowman
Emily Chandler
Kimberly Demitro
Sarah Earnhart
Whitney Engle
Jessica Fleming
Alexandra Foster
Stephanie Frank

Elizabeth Sandejas
Kristin Vetrovec
Megan Welker
Ashley Wisniewski
Jessica Witte
Kelsey Wolk
Carissa Womy
Andrea Yadron
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The Associated Press

n CHICAGO - Gov. Rod Blagojevich's
troubled fundraiser, Antoin "Tony"
Rezko, won't be able to post his
luxurious suburban mansion as bond
after all as he scrambles to stay out
of jail.
k. it turns out, Rezko doesn't
actually own the mansion.
Defense attorney William P.
Ziegelmueller came to court Monday
and told U.S. District Judge Arny J. St.
Eve the actual owner is a land trust.
And Reiko's beneficial interest In the
land trust has been pledged to MB
Rnancial as collateral for a loan he
received, Ziegelmueller said.
Bottom line: Rezko can't use the
house to secure his bond.
Rezko, 51, one of Blagojevich's
most prominent fundraisers, has
pleaded not guilty to charges he
plotted to squeeze millions of dollars
in kickbacks out of investment firms
seeking state business.

STATE

I REPORT

Teen drivers lacking on-road practice
The Associated Press

CHICAGO - One hour. That's

all the on-road driving practice
it takes co meet Illinois driver's
education requirements at public
schools, according co a published
newspaper report.
Many ceens don't get sufficient
on-road experience in schoolprovide driver's ed courses to ensure
they'll be safe drivers - in pare due
co schools' crying ro cue coses and
a lack of agreement about the best
teaching methods, the Chicago
Tribune reponcd in its Sunday
editions.
among
the
Those
were
conclusions of a three-month
investigation by the Tribune, which
interviewed driver's education
instructors and administrators in
30 Illinois school distrias with
programs that instruct more than
35,000 srudcncs.
The issue ofadequate ceen driving

instrucrion is highlighced by a scark
national statistic: for decades, car
accidents have been the top killer
of teens, taking between 5,000 to
6,000 young lives each year in the
Uniced Scates.
While some schools do better,
che Tribune found tens of thousands
of teens in Illinois public schools gee
as little as I hour and 40 minutes co
three hours of instructor-supervised
screet driving in their driver's ed
courses - well bdow a national
benchmark of six hours.
Even one hour of on-road
practice meets scace driver's ed
requirements, the Tribune reponcd.
Of the I 0 states with the largest
school populations, only Florida
has a lower standard, the Tribune
found. Ohio has the highest,
requiring eight hours.
Illinois docs require six hours of
"practice driving» for teenagers in
public schools. Districcs, however,
follow ill-defined state rules that

allow them to substiruce driving
in acrual cars on actual roads with
time on simulators and controlled
parking locs, or ranges.
Many cash-scrapped schools
favor the simulacors and ranges
because they cost less than onthe-road,
instrucror-superviscd
practice.
Half of che administrators and
instructors interviewed by che
Tribune said they used simulators,
ranges or both to reduce screetdriving time.
In addition to the practice
requirements, teen drivers also
must register 50 hours of adultsuperviscd driving before they can
get their license.
Some experts say 50 to 100 hours
of adult-supervised driving, at a
minimum, is key co ensuring teens
become safe, competent drivers.
"What I tell parents is thac it
(driver's ed at schools) is a skdecon
program that they can build on,n

said John Papa, driver's education
coordinator at Lake Park High
School in Roselle. "We can only do
so much with them in 18 weeks."
Seven of the 10 states surveyed
by the Tribune allowed for the
simulators, ranges or both to
substitute for on-road practice.
Responding to the Tribune's
analysis, Illinois Scc.rctary of State
Jesse White said he will introduce
legislation that would bar public
schools from using simulators and
practice ranges as substiruccs for onroad practice with an instructoL
Among other proposals, White
also wants to double the time
teenagers must carry a learner's
permit from three to six months.

Soco Night

•2 Soco & Lime
•2 Amaretto Stone Sr
•2 Blue Moon drafts

YOUll CATElllNG
$0LUTIONlll
BOX LUNCHES. PLATTERS. 1ARTIES!

DELIVERY ORDERS will include a delivery
charge of 2Sc per Item (+Hie).

FREEBIES

(SUBS & CLUBS ONLYI

Onion. lettuce. alfalfa sprouts. tomato. mayo. sliced
cucumber. Dijon mustard. 011 &vinegar. and oregano.

I

WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK 1r
CHARLESTON

315 LINCOLN AVE.

217.345.1075

"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOJIN'S!"
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Venezuelan businessman defends U.S. voting-machine ownership
WASHINGTON-A Vcnczudan
bwincssman on Monday defended
his purchase of a U.S. manu&crurer
of touch-screen voting machines,
saying his companies have no tics
to Venezuelan Prcsidcnc Hugo
Chavez.
Antonio Mugica, a dual-SpanishVcnczuclan citizen who is CEO

of Smartmatic Corp., denied that
either Sm artmatic or its subsidiary,
Sequoia Voting Systems, Inc., was
ever controlled or influenced by
Chavez's leftist government.
"We are definitely concerned
about the allegations published
which arc utterly false," Mugica said
at a news briefing. "I haven't met

lost & found

campus clips
LIFESKILLS
WORKSHOP:
Counseling Center is presenting
Relationships- NI can't trust
you!• Wednesday, November 1
at 7:30 p.m. m the MLK UnionCharleston/Mattooo Room.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1on1

[.~
COSTUME RENTAL for parties
and parades-plus wigs, hats,
makeup, beads, gags and gifts
for birthdays and bachelorettes!
GRAND BALL COSTUMES-609
Sixth Street, Charleston. 12-6 MF, 10-2 Sat. 345-2617
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/31
SPENCE'S
ON
JACKSON.
TOTAtLYCOOLSTUFF! CREATE
YOUR OWN COSTUME. OPEN
THU, FRI, SAT, MON, TUE 1-l
345-1469
------~10/31

•

help 1vanted

looking for outg0ing, motivated
student to market on campus.
S10.00/hr. plus bonuses. Flexible
hours. For more information call:
888-839-3385
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/01
Student Painters is looking for
individuals who want to gain
management experience. Earn
S8,000-S10,000 next summer.
Must have a good attitude and
hard work ethic. No experience
necessary, fully trained. First
cOl'ne, first qualified basis. For
more information call: 888-8393385 Visit our website: WWW.
STUDENTPAINTERS.BIZ
_ _ _ _ _ _ _11/02
IBARTENDING! Up to $250/
day, no experience necessary.
Training available 800-965-6S20
ext. 239
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _l l BO
Advertising
Representative
Wanted: Fill out application o
Student Publications Office in
Buzzard

Lost: Missing DOG black and
white Boston Terrior. Front half
white/back half black. Right ear
black/left ear white. Answers to
GINOWlT. Five months old, pink
spot on her nose.345-2851
lost One Gold Earing. Go to
2010 in Old Main to retrieve this
item.
lost: Pair of Black Reading
glasses. Go to Records Office in
Old Main Rm. 1220.
lost/Stolen: Ocean Blue Miyata.
12 speed Bike, serial I 4m295204.
Reward, 345-3144
LOST: DIGITAL CAMERA. WAS
LEFT AT THE PAW IN THE BACK
BAR AREA ON SATURDAY THE
21ST. LOST VERY VALUABLE
PICTURES. CALL 618-214-8282
OR JUST SEND THE MEMORY
CARD TO HILLARY SITTLE o
1627 7TH ST. APT. 214 A.K.A.
PARK PLACE APARTMENTS.
KEEP THE CAMERA SEND THE
CARD .PLEASE!

4
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roommates

Female Roommate needed SP
'07. Cute House on 11th. 2 blks
from Buzzard. W/D, yard, pets
ok. S300lrnonth & utilities. Call
Katie at (815) 651-7769
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/31
Wanted female roommate for
SP '07 to share 2 bdrm apt.
on Lincoln Ave, near family
video. Furnished, some utilities
included. Call (708) 351-0636
for additional information &
appointment.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/31

'

sublessors

Sublessor needed to rent 1
bedroom in a 3 bedroom
apartment Spring 2007. S300/
month. Preferably male. Contact
Brian 910-964-9262
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

________ oo

for sale
lost & found
Lost: Movie related VHS tape.
To retrieve tape go to Old Main
Room2010.

1999 Saturn SCI 3 Door Coupe.
New tires & transmission. $6000
call 217-556-2463

$.30 per word for the first day
$.10 per word for each additional consecutive day

Non-student Classified Rates
$.50 per word for the first day
$.20 per word for each additional consecutive day

President Chavez. I look forward to
the completion of a review by the
U.S. government."
"That's how confident we are in
the caliber of the people involved,"
he said.
Smanmatic, based in Boca
Raton, Fla., and Sequoia Voting.
which makes voting machines in 16

for sale
1992 Bonneville SE Runs good,
high miles, cared for, lthr, power
wNseat, remote ul, AC/heat,
400W Kenwood CD, $1500,
217-348-6492.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/3

f •)

for rent

SURPRISE vacancy for 1 peoon.
1 block to campus.
Quiet
building. Available now or 2nd
semester. $350 plus elec. 3454489, Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/31
EXTREMELY NICE 3 bedroom
house, 1404 14th St., carport.
deck, $780/mo., available June
2007, 345-2982.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1112
MUST SEE 1106-8 Johnson,
Spacious duplex, 5 bedroom,
2 112 bath each side, 2 blocks
from campus, W/D, Parking lot,
FY2007 345-2982.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1112

5 Bedroom, available spring
semester, utilities included Call
345-2982.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1112
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS.
ACROSS
FROM CAMPUS.
WWW.EIUAPTS.COM 345-2416
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1112
Wanted: one furnished bedroom
in a residence for a year. call 3455456.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1113
Available Fall '07: 2, 3, 4, & 5
bedroom houses and duplexes.
East of Campus. near Buzzard.
rcrrentals.com or call 345·5821
for more information.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/03
Immediate Availability: 2 and 1
bedroom duplex. W/D Newly
remodeled, water and trash
included S550 & S325/month.
Call 348-7733 or 512-0334
_ _ __ _ _ _ _11/08
Available Aug 07'. 2-7 Bedroom
homes.
G R EA T
LOCATIONS. All "campus side#
of Lincoln. No pets. 345-5037
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/10
Available August 07'. 27 bedroom homes. CREAT
LOCATIONS.All "campus side#
of Lincoln. No pets. 345-5037
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/10
VILLAGE RENTALS Renting
for 207-2008 1& 2 bedroom
apartments with laundry facilities
and 3 bedroom houses. Close to
campus. Call 217-345-2516
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/14
PANTHER PADS is renting
exceptionally nice houses for
the 2007-2008 school year.
Houses range in size from 61O bedrooms, are very wellmaintained, and only 1 blodc
from Lantz. Please check us out
at www.pantherpads.com or call
345-3148 for details.par _
----,.-,....,....---11/17 ••

f• )

states and the D isuict of Columbia,
on Sunday said they had asked the
U.S. government to investigate
their 1995 merger to dispel what
they called baseless rumors of tics co
Chavez.
The Committee on Foreign
lnvescmenc in the United States,
or C FIUS, had been informally

for rent

UNIQUE PROPERTIES is now
leasing for the 2007-2008 school
year! Call today to schedule an
appointment to look at any of
our 3 bedroom fully furnished
apartments at excellent locations:
Millennium Place, Courtyard
on 9th, Campus Edge, Panther
Heights, The East View, Century
Crossing & The Atrium. 217345-5022
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/17
PROFESSORS,
STAFF
OR
FAMILIES: Very Nice Duplex
Available in December: 3 BR,
2 BA, Fireplace, Cathedral &
Vaulted Ceilings, 2-car Garage,
W/D, Nice Neighborhood, A
Must See! S900lrno. 217-3455022
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11n1

3 BR Apartments for 2007·
Seconds
2008 school year!
from Campus, Fully Furnished,
Spacious Living Rooms & Vanities
in bedrooms, Dishwashers &
Garbage Disposals and Morel
217-345-5022
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/17
For lease Fall 2007 1 thru
6 bedroom houses. Great
locations, Great rates 217-3463583 or 217-549-2454 www.
eiustudenthousing.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12114
OLD TOWNE APARTMENTS:
1,2, &, 3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. 4 LOCATIONS TO
CHOOSE FROM 345-6533
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Park Place Apartments: 1 unit
available immediately call for
details. Contact Jen 348-1479
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
AVAIL IMMED large apt. 1 or 2
person Central air, w/d, garage.
No pets. 345-7286 www.
jwilliamsrentals.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
New Four Bedroom Apartments.
Extremely Close to Campus.
Across from Lantz. Fully
Furnished. Call Today for Lowered
Rates. Grantview Apartments.
345-3353.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Lincolnwood Pinetree has 2&3
BR Apts. available for second
semester. Call 345-6000.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
6bedroomhouseclosetocampus,
3 bathrooms, 2 living rooms,
Large Kitchen. Stove, refrigerator,
washer and dryer. Available for
the 06-07 school year for more
info www.poteeterentals.com or
217-345-5088
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
5 bedroom house on 6th Street. 2
bath, large bedrooms completely
remodeled new carpet, stove,
refrigerator. Enclosed back porch
and dining room. Available for
the 06-07 school year for more
info www.poteeterentals.com or
217-345-5088

________ oo

1430 1/2 9TH ST. VERY
AFFORDABLE.
4
BDRM
UPSTAIRS APARTMENT. 1 112
BATHS. OFF STREET PARKING.
NO PETS. 348-8305

f •)

reviewing the deal since the spring
after Rep. Carolyn Maloney, DN .Y., called for an investigation,
citing a risk to the integrity of U.S.
dcctions.
"I am glad chat our government
will get the answers to any questions
about this sale," Maloney said in a
statement Monday.

for rent

NOW LEASING FOR SPRING
TERM 2007.
DELUXE 4
BR. HOUSE ADJACENT TO
UNIVERSITY AT 1426 7th
STREET.348-8406

________ oo

FOR
2007-2008
SCHOOL
YEAR. VERY NICE 1, 2, 3,
4, 6, 7, AND 8 BEDROOM
HOUSES, TOWNHOUSES AND
APARTMENTS.
FOR MORE
INFO VISIT USAT MYEIUHOME.
COM OR CALL US AT (217)4937559.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Available January 07, 2 bedroom,
1 bathroom apartment. Close to
campus. $460 total 512-9528
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
LADIES GREAT HOUSE FOR 6 AT
1521 lST STREET. 10-MONTH
LEASE.
GREAT QUALITY,
LOCATION, AND PRICE. 3455048.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
LADIES CUTE 2 & 3 BEDROOM
FURNISHED
APARTMENTS
AT 1521 lST STREET. VERY
ECONOMICAL.
10-MONTH
LEASE. 345-5048.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
FALL 2007 5,4,3.2 BEDROOM
HOUSES. 2 BEDROOM 2 BATH
APARTMENTS. 348-5032
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
3 bedroom apartments, walking
distance to campus. Sign lease
in November for 07-08' school
year. 10% discount on ht months
rent.345-3554

________ oo

1 bedroom apartments fro August
07-08'.PP& W PROPERTIES,
2 EXCELLENT LOCATIONS;
1 BLOCK AND 11/2 BLOCKS
NORTH OF OLD MAIN ON
6TH STREET. 1 OR 2 PERSON
LEASES. CENTRAL HEAT,NC
AND LAUNDRY FAOLITIES.
WATER.TRASH
SERVICES
AND OFF STREET PARKING
INCLUDED.Perfect for serious
students
or
couples.3488249, www .ppwrentals.com

________ oo

Fall 2007 PP&W Properties, Inc.
348-8249 1110 6th Street Housel 112 blocks North of Old Main.
Completely remodeled in 2005. 6
bedroom house, 2 baths, washer,
dryer. Trash service included.

________ oo

Fall 2007 PP&W Propenies, Inc.
348-8249 1103 6th Street Housel 3/4 blocks north of Old Main.
2 story 3 bedroom apartment,
washer & dryer. Trash service
included.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Beautiful 2 story house-furnished.
For 7-8 girls. Hardwood floors.
furnished leather furniture, 2 112
bath, full basement with washer
and dryer, central air, large yard.
For school year 2007-2008. 1
block north of O'Brien Field on
1st St. $300 month. Call Jan
345-8350.

________ oo

f •)

for rent

Exceptionally economical!
bedroom apt. with loft. Furnished
for a single or couple. S385mo
for 1 or $430mo for 2. (112 of
duplex) 1 block north of O'Brien
Field. For school year 20072008. Call Jan 345-8350.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Now renting Fall 07'/Spring
08' 9th Street Apartments. 3&4
bedroom lease and security
required. No pets 348-8305
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Now renting Fall 07'/Spring 08'
751 6th Street. 1& 2 bedroom
apts. security and lease required.
No pets.348-8305
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
2 bedroom-Water,trash,DSL with
furnished leather furniture. 10
or 12 month lease. 235-0505 or
354-0754
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
3 and 4 bedroom S 285-$300.
Trash,fumished and parking. Call
235-0405 or 254-0754
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Hou~ and Apartments of All
Sizes. Close to Campus. Washers,
Dryers and Dishwashers. Garbage
Included. 345-6967
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

New 1 bedroom apt. W/D,
stove, refngerator, microwave,
dishwasher. Trash paid. $4951
month 117 W. Polk. Call 3487746 or www.Charleston!LApts.
com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
2 bedroom furnished apt with
stove, refrigerator, microwave.
3 blocks from E side of EIU.
$445 1 peoon. $250 each 2
people. Trash paid. 2001 S.
12th St. Call 348-7746 or www.
Charleston!LApts.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Available Jan 31st .1 BR Apt.
Water & Trash included, off street
parking. $375/mo. Buchanan St
Apts. 345-1266
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
EASTERN ILLINOIS PROPERTIES.
NOW LEASING FOR FALL 2007
2,3,4,5,6,7, & 8 BEDROOMS
HOUSES, DUPLEXES AND APTS
VIEW AVAILABLE PROPERTIES
AT www.eiprops.com or call
345-6210/549-0212
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ 00
SPRING 07' 1-4 BEDROOM
UN ITS AVAILABLE. CAMPUS
SIDE! CALL FOR DETAILS 3456100 www.jbapartments.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
2-3-4 BEDROOM HOUSES,
DUPLEXES AND APARTMENTS.
FALL 2007. ALL CAMPUS SIDE!
345-6100 www.jbapartments.
com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
NOW LEASING for Fall
07- 1,2&3 Bedroom Units.
Greatlocations.some
incl.
wireless internet. Call for details
345-7286
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Leasing for Jan. Spacious 1 or
2 person apt. w/garage W/D in
basement. Quite area No Pets
Short lease For details call 3457286
--~~----00
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however, Eastern's new contract
avoided such a dramatic increase,
said Jeff Cooley, vice president for
business affairs.
Teaming up with Illinois State
Universicy,
Southern
Illinois
Universicy-Edwardsville
and
Western Illinois Universicy, Business
Affairs combined the four schools
energy usage and brought the 60mega wacc block to the open market
for bids.
The bid was won by MidAmerica
Energy
and
saved
Eastern from a 65 percent
increase.
lnsccad, a 35 percent increase
will take place after Jan. l, Cooley
said.

n Act
FROM PAGE 1

"I worked on the bill for a
number of reasons," Brosnahan
said. "I wanted co improve the
qualicy of wireless telephone
service, and allow consumers to
have a. choice."
In order to do this,
section 15 of the bill would
require companies co provide
information on charges, all
minuccs included in the plan,
information on the plan and
contract rcrms, the surcharges
imposed by che carrier and any
other information che Illinois
Commerce Commission chinks
appropriate co inform customers
about.
One of the major reasons
Brosnahan decided co go forth
with the legislation in che first
place was due ro complaints from
his constituents, but has said he
faced the problems first-hand.
'Tve had quite a few
complaints over the lase few years
of dropped calls, dead zones and
for some, once you gee into a
contract, you can'r ger our of ic,"
Brosnahan said.
Brendan O'Connor, assistant
state's attorney of Illinois, said
often times for customers, chcre's
a lor of information and a lor of
people don't even take che time
co read ic.
Bue despite this, O'Connor
said the Telecommunications
Association wasn't too friendly
responding ro the bill.
Brosnahan said che he
remembers che bill not passing
by one voce because of pressure
from
Telecommunications
Associarion.
Douglas
A.
Doughercy,
president
of
the
Telecommunications
Association, said the association
brought a coalition together
made up of wireless companies,
convened a meeting and asked
how che bill would harm the
wireless industry.
"The first thing we do when
a bill is introduced is see what
kind of negative impact it will
have on the wireless industry,"
Doughercy said.
Although the bill received
backlash from the committee,
Dougherty said he wasn't
oppo~ed to all pieces oflegislacion
that were proposed, but also said
that the best regulation is no
regulation.
If put into law, it would have
required cell phone consumers a
30-day window to back out of
their contracts without a penalry.
giving for che first time in Illinois

According to Cooley, Eastern
consumes seven-mega wans • of
power annually co light the campus
and residence halls. He said last year's
utility bill was $1.7 million, but rhis
year it will increase to $2.3 million.
The residence halls accumularcs 54
percent of utilities used.
To pay for these coses there
arc cwo sources of revenue: state
funding and student tuition.
For the first cirne since 2002,
Eastern has had an increase of over
$600,000 in state funding, yec the
bills noc covered by funding are
paid for by tuition.
As che bills increase, ruicion is
likely co do the same.
Last year student tuition
increased nearly 10 percent.
To dri\'e down consumption
and tuition fees Eastern is doing a
number of things. Eastern bas been
part of a Guarantee Performance

the 101;;1) stace's attorneys, che
Illinois Commerce Commission
and the Illinois Attorney General
authoricy time to enforce the
legislation.
In concrasc to the bill,
Doughercy and the committee
argued che competitive market
would rake care of any problems
associated with cell phones, as
Dougherty has said that even
though contracts for phones
used co be binding, che industry
has corrected chat problem.
"Cingular has it where they
give you 14 days co rum a new
phone in and some give you a
month," Doughercy said. "If you
can't decide after seven days if
you don't like your phone, that's
your fault."
Eastern student
Brandy
Dietsch, junior dcmencary
education major agrees with
Dougherty, believing thac che
market is fine the way it is,
however she also said she doesn't
think that cell phone companies
are clear enough about their
terms of contract.
YecT-MobileuserGinaFcrenzi,
a freshman communication
disorder and sciences major,
does
believe
something
should be done, saying thac a
custom trial period should be
set up by the government for
consumers.
"Not all companies arc doing
that though so we wane co puc
something together char chey'd
be on board with," Brosnahan
said.
He has said that once
brought back, he intends co
probably tweak the bill a bir co
keep up with the ever-changing
wireless industry, as rhe first
piece of legislation was worked
on more than two years ago
now.
"There were pieces we didn't
find offensive, hue anything that
is passed should be minimal,"
Doughercy said. "Look how far
the industry has come without
regulation. There's free local
calling, family plans, you can
cake pictures on your phone
now."
In seccion 25 of the bill
it addresses the privacy of
wireless phone numbers, which
is something that Go\'. Rod
Blagojcvich has worked with
the Federal Trade Commission
and 1:ederal Communications
Commission on.
Blago1evich's press secretary
Gerardo Cardenas said char the
governor 1s looking for wireless
companies co require effective
ways t0 discard customer's
information against identicy
theft from lost or stolen cell
phones.

Concracc and partnered with
construction companies ro replace
boilers, chillers and windows. Parr
of che contract also replaces all
shower faucets, pipes and coilets in
rhe residence halls.
These
upgrades
decreased
Eascern's water consumption by
more than 7 million gallons and
in 2003 Eastern was recognized by
the Department of Commerce and
Economic Opporcunicy for having
lowest urilicy coses per square foot
for all public universities.
StiH, on-campus room and
board has increased by 7.5 percent
to compensate for ocher ucilicies,
according to an article published in
11Je Daily Eastern News archives.
Students li\'ing off campus are
also affected cwo ways also: their
tuition goes up, as well as, their
monthly ucilicy bills.
Chris "Che" Frederick, a

BOONDOCKS

U

sophomore psychology major, for funds to fix the plane, or better
who lives in a six-bedroom house, yec build an efficient, new plane.
expects his ucilicy bills to be in the
The new coal burning plant char is
hundreds. He feels upset that more in Eascern's Master plan would even
isn't being done at the scare levd.
provide electricity, eliminating che
'Tm going co be a heat-Nazi with need for outside utility providers.
the thermostat," Frederick said. "It's
A university contact t,hac expired
nor my fault prices are going up, in June raised the price of coal from
why should I have to pay for it?"
$57 a ton to $82 a ton.
The Illinois coal chat was used
The coal burning plant chat
provides Eastern with heat is also only a couple of years back only
costing more than ever.
coses $35 a con.
The coal burning plant on
The 2006-07 budget had
Seventh Street is out-dated and anticipated a 25 co 30 percent
costing more money than it should, increase in ucilicics, Cooley said.
Cooley said. Steam from the coal The Budget Office prepared for
burning plane heats all of Eastern's these increases. but will still have
campus and even cooks the food.
co do more trimming and
He said the plane used co bum economiz.ing,
"We're praying for a warm
a cheaper Illinois coal, but broken
machinery costing $13 million to winter," Cooley said. "I think we're
fix causes the plant to only burn a very close on budget for this year
special, more expenshe coal from and we're very fortunate to have chis
Indiana. Now Easrern is searching new concracc."

I AARON McGRUDER

RILEY, Wlli YOO RENAME
MY STREET TO SNOOP
OOGGY OOGG LANE7

AWN, C'MON. H~. JUST
GIVE ME YOUR PAINT ANO
I'll 00 IT MVSEl.F!

OK. SU(J(£R - I MEAN.

CINOV - I'll GO GET
YOU MY l.AWfR _

i
NON SEQUITUR

I WILEY MILLER

NEW YORK TIMES CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Cube creator
Emo
6 Rudely ignore
10 Computer
graphics file
format
14 "Saturday
Night Live• alum
Cheri
15 Green Hornet's
sidekick
18 Push for
17 Two-time Oscar
winner Dianne
18 Asia's_ Sea
19 Roseanne,
formerly
20 Camera type,
briefly
21 See 33-Down
24 Points a finger
at
26 Leases again

27 Nogales nap
29 Oliver's request
30 Indianapolis
gridder
31 Be slack-jawed
34 Pool
measurement
38 Hole-making
tool
39 Is a member
41 "Yes, madame"
42 "You never
know ...

I EDITED BY WILL SHORTZ

57 Aunt Polly's
nephew, in a
Twain classic
60 Yugoslavia's
Josip_Trto
61 Heart of the
matter
62 Throw with effort
64 Boxer's prefight
attire
85 "Able was I

.

88 Kindergartners
67 They sometimes
44 Decorative case
·have it"
45 Barely manages. 68 Telemarketer's
with •out•
aim
46 Narrow inlets
69 Tea leaf
readers, e.g.
48 S.F. Giants' div.
50 Map feature
53 Less
complicated
55 See 33-Down

DOWN

1 Seating sections
2 Gas, e.g.: Abbr.
3 See 33-Down
AN SWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
4 Form 1040 org.
PAWAT
A S I D E 5 Popular
Hershey bar
6 Do lutzes, e.g.
7 Pushers'
pursuers
s Six-sided state
9 Ravel classic
10 On fire, as
some desserts
11 Ramble on
12 White-plumed
wader

22 Spin doctor's
concern
23 The out crowd
25 D·Day craft
21 Shell game

28 Com Belt state
29 List of options
32 Drinks with
heads
33 Word that
defines 21- and
SS-Across and
3· and 35·Down
35 See 33·Down

36 Mardi Gras,
e.g.: Abbr.
37 H.S. subject
39 It's alive

51 Jetson boy

40 Kind of knife
advertised on

53 1950's
automotive
embarrassment

TV

52 Shakespeare's
theater

43 Summer coolers
54 Clarinetist Shaw
45 Farm female
47 "Let sleeping
56 The euro
dogs he" and
replaced It
others
58 All done
49 Start of a
director's
directive
so Virgo's follower

59 Miiitary meal
63Att1srs~

-----UJ sports
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» Panic

CHICAGO BUW REGULAR SEASON OPENER

SPORl'S IETWORI
l·AA TOP ZS
COlLECE FOOTIAlL POl1

FROM PAGE 12

"I chink if UTM finishes 9-2 and loses the coin
flip. they'll get an at-large bid," Dougherty said.
Eastern wilJ not win a potential three-way
tiebreaker berwccn icself, TSU and UTM. Under
the OVC rulebook, the record against the fourth
place team would be used. In this case, Jacksonville
State would be that team and the Gamecocks have
bcacen Tennessee State already to eliminate the
Tigers. Then, chis past Saturday's game between
UTM and Eastern would be used co separate those

cwo reams.

WILOS 501ZA1.EZ I MCT
Minnesota Timberwolves' Mike James, No. 13, attempts to drive past Chicago
Bull's guard Kirk Hinrich in the first half at the Target Center in Minneapolis
Wednesday night. The Bulls finished their preseason schedule with a 6-2 record
with both losses coming to Minnesota. The Bulls cut Luke Schenscher Monday,
signing point guard Andre Barrett to the team's final roster spot. Chicago opens
up regular season play against Miami tonight at 7 p.m.

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBAU ROUNDUP

n Santana

White Sox pick up options
The Associated Press

CHICAGO - Left-hander Mark
Buchrle's $9.5 million oprion for next
season was exercised Monday by the
Chicago White Sox.
Chicago also exercised right fielder
Jermaine Dye's $6.75 million option and
second baseman Tadahito Iguchi's $3.25
million option. The Whicc Sox declined
a $3.65 million option on right-handed
reliever Dustin Hermanson, who gees a
$500,000 buyout.
Buehrlewas 12-13witha4.99 ERA.this
year, his first losing record in seven major

"We've already cold the team, we can worry
about this and that bur it doesn't matter if we don't
beat a really good Tennessee Scace football team,"
Bellantoni said.
One of the most interesting playoff resumes in
the narion may be Cal Poly's. The Musmngs arc
ranked sixth in the country, but are third in the
Great West Conference, which doesn't receive an
automatic berth.
"They scill go to (second-ranked) Montana and
North Dakota Scace," Dougherty said. "They have
co win one of them."
The one aspect char helps Cal Poly is Saturday's
16-14 win at I-A San Diego Scace. Evaluating wins
and losses against I-A programs is one of the major
components the selection committee will have co
consider.
"I think you have co evaluate each school's
particular portfolio," said John McCutcheon,
director of achlccics at University of Massachusetts
and a member of the 2006 selection committee. "I
chink it can be a stronger win and a loss doesn't hurt
you that much."
The lase time a current OVC school advanced
out of the fim round was Murray State in 1996 and
its best chance may be chis year's UT-Marrin ream.
"It depends on the macchup but they might be
built for lace November weather," Dougherty said.
"If they draw (No. I) Appalachian Scace they have
less of a shoe."
The one negative for the Skyhawks is the face
they mighc not outbid other cop schools for irs first
round game co be at Martin.
"If they draw somebody that doesn't have a great
offense, they could pull off that first round upset,"
Dougherty said.

league seasons. After making the AL AllStar team, he falcercd in the second half.
going 3-7 with a 6.44 ERA as the Whicc
Sox finished third in the AL Cencral, one
year after winning the World Series.
Dye hie .315 with a team-leading
44 homers and 120 RBis and could
gee a concracc extension after his strong
performance. Iguchi batted .281 with 18
homers and 67 RBis.
The 33-year-old Hermanson missed
mosr of this year with lower back
inflammarion, returning in September to
pitch in six games. He was Chicago's closer
in 2005.

FROM PAGE 12

You couldn'c help but feel good when the
STL Fire Depanmcnc's Engine E-9 blared
irs horn and men and women leaned out of
their car windows exchanging high-fives with
random scrangers.
Heck, even a Cubs fan found himself
putting his hands up and high-fiving when a
Cardinals fan walked by.
There was a definite disappoincmcnc in the
back of a Cubs fan's mind.
Bue while there, you realized how a win on
the North Side of Chicago would go over.
Everybody keeps saying the baseball gods
arc setting it up for the Cubs.
The Red Sox and White Sox break long
droughrs in back-co-back years and then the

Arst Place Votes n Parentheses
Appalachian State (96 8-1
Montana (1)7 1
Massachusetts (3) 7 1
James Madison 7 1
North DakoJa State 3 7
Cal Poly 6-2
Yomgstown State 7-2
8. ll&nois State 6-2
9 New Hampshire 6-2

1.
2
3.
4
5
6
7

0. 'fennsee.Marti1 7 1
ti ftrman6-3
12 Southern Illinois 6-2
13 Hampton 8-1
14 Northern Iowa 5-3
15 Richmond 5-3
6. San Diego 8-0
7 Coastal Carolna 6-2
19 Montana State 6-3
zo. Eallen . . . 5-4
21. Towson 6-2
22 Maine 5-3
23 Princeton 6-1
24 Soulh Dakota State 5-3
25. Portland State 5-4

Others receMng votes: Western Kentucky
256 Charleston Southern 240 UC Da\'is
240 Delaware Slate 121, Mabama A&M
113 Yale 109, McNeese State 41 Wofford
41, Central Arbnsas 40 Tennessee State
~Gardner-Webb 18, Monmouth 11,
Delaware 10, Holy Cross 8, South Carolna
State 7

Cardinals win it and keep it in the Midwest for
the inevitable Cubs win next season.
Bue they are wrong.
The gods sec the Cubs up for it in 2003
uncil Scevc Goazalez - or was it Alex Bartman?
- cosc them a chance to win it.
Side note: I will always insist Moises Alou
could have caught that Bartman ball while
understanding that Alex Gonzalez should have
made the next play. But I digress.
If there ever is a day in my life when I can
take part in a celebration of a Cubs' World
Series, at least I've been exposed to some of the
good things that spons championships bring.
They bring people together, create
unforgettable memories -and unite civilians
with their local authorities. Hopefully, Clark
and Addison will be the place to do chat nc:xc
year.
That is only if the gods allow us to take a
mulligan on 2003.

Eastern IDinois Univcnity

Doughnuts Are On Sale in the

UNIVERSITY UNION PANTHER PANTRY
DON'T MISS OUT!!
PARTAfE~'IS

Rent1111for1!8112001

3 Bedroom t\~rtments

- New Carpet

- Free ~arking

- Nerf ff=urrniture
- lnc1Laes Trash

C\se to Campus - Great Ren\ Rates
For Info Cal

345-0936

$5.00 Per Dozen
$2.50 Half Dozen
45t Single Donut

Great Low Prices! I I
100 Dozen
Krispy Kreme Doughnuts
EVERY THURSDAY 1111m
Call 581-3616
to place your order

spods
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CROSS courrm I TRACK CONDITIONS

QI

HOCKEY I EASTERN VS.CINCINNATI

Fast times on
sloppy course
13 ru••ers break co•rs• record
despite 111uddJ, ral•J coadltlo•s

.,....,.........
Staff Reporte-

When the Panthers ran on the Southern Industrial
Redcvdopment Company course in Clarksville, Tenn.,
back in early September cbey knew they needed to get
a feel for the counc before the Ohio Valley Conference
Championships.
At the Austin Peay lnviwional on Sept. 8, the team
noticed the grass was cmandy thick and the course
contained one steep hill as well as many smaller rolling
bills.
What they didn't know was that it would rain for almOSt
two full days in Oarbville before the OVC meet.
"The course was difliculc,• junior 81'2d Butler said. "It
had rained a ton so it was really sloppy and the grass was
thick. They hadn't cut it very good. It was thick last time
too and they said they would do a better job."
Butler finished in fifth place for the Panthers on
Saturday and beat bis personal record for the course by a
minute and seven seconds.
At the meet earlier in the season, Eastern Illinois senior
Dave Carlson broke the course record with a time of 26
minutes, 32 seconds.
At the OVC's this wcckcnd, Eastern Kentucky senior
Jacob Korir won the race with a time of 25:03.
"I would call it a very slow course jwt given everything,"
Eastern head coach Geoff Masanct said. "I was actualJy
surprised to sec the times as quick as they were. Not that
they were very fast, but they were significantly quicker
than when wc were there a month ago.•
There wcrc a total of 13 runners who surpassed the
course record on Saturday. Korir's race was a minute and
29 seconds faster than the record set by Carlson back in
&prcmhcr
"Everything was good wilh the cowse, except there was
very sharp cums, and thc whole cowsc was muddy," Korir
said. "The ladies ran before the guys and wc saw that their
legs looked a little muddy, but it was good. It is supposed
to be a challenge and we were ready to take anything."
Samford head coach Glenn McWatcrs said the rain
hdped to soften the course and probably ma.de it a little
easier on two of his runners that wcrc injured because the
ground wasn't so hard for their feet to land on.
Others felt the course was a little too soft.
"There was a stretch where there wasn't any footing
ar all. Ir was just mud, and standing water," said Eastern
junior Andrew Newton.
Eastern freshman Erin O'Gl'2dy said the entire
backstretch by the pond was all mwh and no dry areas
wer~ around.
"Anywhere dse on the course you could sec where it
was wet and go somewhere dsc, but it was all wet down
there," O'Gra.dy said.
Despite being a rather difficult coune and the rainy
w~cher the course had endured a couple days before the
race, the times were considaably quidra at the cowsc
than they had been in the past.
"It was all rather slow because of the mud,• Newton
said. "But ic wasn't really going duougb my bead because
everyone dse was going through the same thing.•
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Eastern pummels Cincinnati,
scores 20 goals in two wins
pads of Cincinnati's goalie and Ndson
gathered the rebound and pw it past the
goalie.
Eastern defeated the University of
"It was nice co get, so I've really
Cincinnati Bearcats by a combined 20- been digging, going hard in the comers.
4 score chis weekend. Eastern won l 0- Rasmussen just threw a pass out to me
1 Saturday and a six goal third period ouc in front and I just banged it in,"
hdped Eastern win 10-3 on Sunday ac Kopka said.
the David S. Palmer Arena in Danville.
le appeared that not long after serding
Although Cincinnati isn't even in down from the last goal Eastern struck
Eascern's hockey league at che lower through, there was another one behind
division three level, they put together a it.
For the last goal of Sunday's game,
fight chrough much of che second game,
trailing only 4-3 at one point in the third forward Kevin Kraus flipped a backhand
period in Sunday's game.
shot through the net with less than a
Bur six goals by Eastern in the third minute after Nelson's goal.
"Big thing is just follow your
period, including Joe Koplca's first goal
of the season off a down low feed from rebounds," Nelson said. "It bounced
forward Nathan Rasmussen helped back out, I put it on my tape and put it
Eastern gain the win.
back in. The first two periods we started
Also included in the goal scoring in out kind of slow and they just woke us
the third period was an acrobatic push co up. It was awesome."
the net by Derck Hay, who finished off
Cincinnati allowed 61 shots on goal
bis breakaway with a short-handed goal to Eastem's 31 during the weekend, and
the Bearcats goaltender was so upset
to give Eastern a 5-3 lead.
Assistant captain and defcnscman with himself that he directed his angst ro
Richie Nelson added a goal of his own the announcer in the booth after a lace
in a unique way. Nelson's shoe went the third period score by Eastern.

"You played this song ahady!• be
ydled.
Even though what may seem like a
blow out, the 20-4 diffacnce in goals
scored on the weekend bad both head
Coach Cameron Estes and lhc rlayas
bdieving they need to step it up for the
gold teams ahead.
Estes ci ced that they should play with
che same kind of intensity they had in
the third all the time.
"The first two periods weren't very
good at all," Estes said. "I chink it was
4-2 after the second; scored six in the
lase period. That's the kind of output we
should be putting up. We came a long
way tonight. We have two weeks to our
next gold games and that will really tell
where we're at."
The team has no games this wcckcnd,
but will then travel to Robcn Morris in
Springfield for a gold match-up at lhc
Nelson Center the following wcdccnd.
For those games, Estes has said he
intends co noc change anything in his
teams approach, but will just keep up
with the cardio workouts and the dry
land practice, a practice not on the ice.
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Chris Bennett, No. 87, left, a forward from Carol Stream, sits in the penalty box with Kevin Kraus, a forward from Algonquin.
The hockey team beat Cincinnati 10-1 Saturday night at the David S. Palmer Civic Center in Danville. The team beat the
Bearcats, which competes at a lower level, Division Ill, again Sunday 10-3 at 1 p.m.

A Special Memorial Tribute to the
nlinois service members who have

FOOTBALL

I PLAYOFF HOPES

Postseason Panic
Tennessee-Martin loss
puts Panthers playoff
hopes in others' hands

scorelloarcl

By Matthew Stevens
Sports P.eporter

PANTHER SPORTS SCHEDULE
WOMEN'S SOCCER

TODAY vs #6 TnHSSee·Martin
1:30 p.m. Lakeside Field
First Round OVC Tournament

I

MEN'S SOCCER

WEDNESDAY vs #3 Missoari State I
5 p.m. Peoria
First Round MVC Tournament
VOLLEYBALL

WEDNESDAY vs SE Missoarl
7 p.m. Lantz Arena

I

MEN'S BASKETBALL

THURSDAY vs Eareb College
7:35 p.m. Lantz Arena

MARCO SANTANA

I

I

OFF THE BENCH

Cubs fan
caught up in
celebration
ST. LOUIS -Ac least one Cubs
fan below che age of98 knows what
a World Series celebration is like.
After a year oflistening to White
Sox fans - and there were a lot more
of chose people out there after lase
year's World Series - it was going
co be nice co have che trophy ouc of
che South Side of Chicago.
The only thing chat couldn't
make it chat much better was if che
Cardinals won it. Well, in case you
haven't heard, it's happened.
The Cardinals beat the Detroit
Tigers in five games and clinched
their 10th World Series win on
Friday.
Bue it was a strange feeling being
in the city where a World Series
victory was being celebrated.
Suddenly, the furure demise of
che print media was gone when I
saw Cardinals' funs paying $5 for
a Sr. Louis Post-Dispacch chat just
contained photos of che series.
Cubs fans normally wouldn't be
caught dead enjoying a celebration
of a Cardinals World Series win.
Much of che night was spent
frantically avoiding television
cameras co make sure the guys from
back home didn't catch me in the
celebration.
Bue there were things to feel
good about.
You couldn't help but feel good
for the kid who drove with bis
father &om Springfield, Mo., and
hung out on che parking garage
across the street because they
couldn't find tickets cheap enough
co get into the stadium.
You couldn't help buc feel
good when a middle-aged white
man danced in the streets of
St. Louis with black youths co

A
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Marco Santana is a junior journalism
major. He can be reached at

masantua@eia.eda.

CARRIE HOWS I T1IE DAILY WTE.111 IEWS
Senior running back Ademola Adeniji breaks a tackle against Tennessee-Martin Saturday during Eastern's
15-9 loss. Adeniji had a run to the Skyhawk three-yard line called back due to a holding penalty.

WOMEN'S SOCCER

Eastem's worse fear has popped
up because of Sarurday's loss at
Tennessee-Martin - they're no
longer in control.
The Panthers need co win their
final three games and hope UTM
loses rwo of its final three to
claim the Ohio Valley Conference
Championship and the automatic
bid into che I-AA playoffs.
"I hope they are scoreboard
watching because they need co
understand we can still do this,"
said Eastern defensive coordinator
Roe Bellantoni about his players.
With che I-AA playoffsituations
beginning co form, che fight for che
eight at-large selections has begun.
Five of the cop 10 reams in che
Sports Network I-AA poll and 13
potential at-large teams are ahead
of the Panthers in che current
rankings.
"(EIU) is a kind of an interesting
case because tlie last rime a fourloss team received an at-large berth
was 1995," said Sports Network 1AA college football reporter Man
Dougherty. "So they are really
working up a tough history there
and it'll be difficult without a
quality win."
Since Tennessee State and UTM,
the cop two teams in che OVC ac 40, don't play each ocher this year,
they both m igh t gee a berth if they
end the season undefeated in the
conference.
le would be the fuse time since
2002 the league would receive
multiple bids.
H
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I OVCTOURNAMENT

Freshman keeper leads Skyhawks
Orland Park native will look to
stonewall Panthers today
By Kevin Murphy
Staff Reporter

Freshman goalkeeper Cara Sullivan has been
the main reason why Tennessee-Marrin has
made the Ohio Valley Conference Tournament
this season.
Martin takes on Eastern roday in a 1:30 p.m.
game at Lakeside Field in an OVCTournamenc
fuse-round game.
"lc's really good because we were pretty
much written off ac che beginning of the
season," Sullivan said.
The Skyhawks (5-8-5, 2-3-4 OVC) finished
in eighth place lase season and lase place in
2004.
Sullivan was named co che Oct. 17 Elice
Team of the Week according co Soccerbuzz.com.
"I am happy abouc it because I'm a
freshman," Sullivan said.
Eastern head coach Tim Nowak is concerned
about playing against Sullivan, but it does nor
matter who is on che ocher side of the field or
who is in the net.
"You have co play the opponent,~ N~wak
said. "She's had a wonderful year."
Sullivan has recorded seven shutouts this
season.
Sullivan was named OVC Goalkeeper of
che Week on Sepe. 19 when she posted 22 saves

CRAIG ROBERTS

I TENNESSEE-MARTIN HEAD COACH

"We're looking to change the reputation of the program
that we had good quality individuals on the field and off
the field. (Sullivan's) a good example of that."

and only allowed cwo goals in two games.
"The shoes she was primarily saving were 30
yards ouc," said UT-Martin head coach Craig
Roberts. "le added to her stat ratio, which
really helped."
Sullivan is the OVC leader at 8.28 saves per
game and has 149 saves on che season. Teams
post only a 1.03 goals against average against
Sullivan.
She has been goalkeeper since the sixth
grade, and has been a soccer player since the
fifth grade.
Sullivan played for the Orland Park Soccer
Oub and then swirched co the American Soccer
Club in Naperville.
Sullivan is ranked 23rd in the country in
save percentages and sixth in the country ac
saves per game.
uShe's got a lot of room for improvement
still," Roberts said...She's going to ger even
better than she currently is right now. She's
very much a leader back chere. She organizes
the defense very well."
Bue ic's more than her work on the field

that has led the Skyhawks co che OVC
Tournament.
"We're looking co change the reputation
of che program that we had good quality
individuals on che field and off the field,"
Roberts said. "She's a good example of tbac.
Obviously, the girls follow that. She's making
chem confident in themselves and gives pep
talks and so forth."
She is al.ready fourth on che career list for
saves at UT Martin.
The Orland Park native and Cad Sandburg
graduate allowed five goals and posted five
saves in che Eascern's 1-0 win on Sepe. 22 ac
Lakeside Field.
Sullivan's highest save total in one game
was a 0-0 tie against Samford in Marrin, Teno.
She posced 17 saves and the ceam posted three
saves.
"It was similar co Northern Arizona and
Long Beach Scace were there were shoes that
weren't really troubling us 20-30 yards away,"
Roberts said. "You're not going co beat her
from chat distance."

